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July 24th 2013:Interview with Cathy and Gary Hawk, CoAuthors of Get Clarity
During this week’s episode of Wealthy Thoughts, host Richard
Levy will interview Cathy and Gary Hawk, co-authors of the
book Get Clarity. During this discussion, Cathy and Gary will
reveal what they call the "Get Clarity Operating System,” a
step-by-step process that helps people produce positive
energy and follow their passions in life. This process starts by
learning exactly what it is that makes YOU happy in life, rather
than going through the motions or trying to please others. By
learning to please yourself, you end up living a happier and
more prosperous life. Cathy and Gary call
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Featured Guest
Cathy & Gary Hawk
Cathy and Gary Hawk are experts in energy...human energy. They mentor and
consulted with individuals and business leaders to turn human energy into peak
experience and peak performance. They does this by helping their clients gain clarity of
purpose, a refreshed vitality and a riveting focus on creating what’s next in their life and
work. More importantly, they also learn a clear, step-by-step method that makes it easy
to stay energized and put time and money in perspective to create a meaningful, joyful
life. Their book, Get Clarity©, The Lights-On Guide to Manifesting Success in Life and
Work is a three time 2012 Finalist book awards winner. They are also the authors of
SHIFT, A Guidebo
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